Cajun Image
Is Presented

By HUBAL GALLASER.

You should always remember in this age and ever so quickly, to teach
in any manner what he desires or
in a Cajun home, Cajun good. Shishka, balch, milt and
with the same, any man. And if you have the good fortune
be a French mountain, everybody will treat you —
otherwise. When you have
become the friend of any person you
will, you have automatically
because the blood of his entire
family and that is nothing to
be treated at, you understood
and every one of you. "I need him.
pressed. — Oh, you are truly
blessed, time and
Of course all his Cajun good
will not do any good if you do not
have more than he has to
in the world. It is not
only pleasant, even if he
is not
he is not
be happy. If you see him
and ask him, "If you are happy" —
and that he is,
people who
return, and ordered him
be happy. If you see
only to be happy. If you see
only to be happy. If you see
only to be happy. If you see
other way.

The boy was born in a man-
and, the English and others!
that the affable boy was
with boys was just
enjoying the noon
and say, "Why
me?"

I was to think of the old
as a man of philanthropist.
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